


Corporate Challenge Orienteering 
Orienteering maps explained 

 
 
Colours- 
 
Greens- the lighter the green, the easier the running. Avoid dark green as this is 
classified as ‘fight’- as in fight your way through dense bush. Go around dark green or 
use it to navigate by 
 
White- means lightly forested- running is good through this area 
 
Yellow/Orange- open area, good running 
 
Blue- are water features- swamps, rivers, creeks, lagoons, lakes. If the blue feature is 
outlined in a black line- don’t attempt to go through it. The black line indicates that you 
will be swimming, and it’s against orienteering rules 
 
Brown lines- these are the contour lines- indicating the rise or fall of the land- hills, 
ridges, valleys. The closer together- the steeper the rise or fall 
 
Black lines like this - - - - - - are trails, the bolder the black- the larger the trail. Running 
is good along trails, if it doesn’t take you away from the ‘control’ you are seeking 
 
Circles and Control Numbers- Controls are on features such as hills, depressions, 
vegetation boundaries, trail intersections, spurs, boulders etc.  On the map, the control 
feature is in the centre of the circle. On the ground, the control will have an orange and 
white flag on a stand. On the stand will be the number of the control and a box in which 
you will insert your ‘finger stick’ and hear a beep. Make sure the number is the one 
you are looking for and that you hear the beep!  The beep will take a few seconds. 
 
- black features are  generally man-made- fences, ruins, man hole covers, trails etc. 
- brown features are earth based- hills, spurs, depressions, contour lines etc 
- green features are vegetation- lone tree, light and dark green forests 
 
Orienteering happens every Wednesday night, starting at 6:30 in city parks. 
The schedule is posted at orienteer.ab.ca. Bring the team out for a 
practice. It’ll be fun! 
 
 
 


